ADRENA:
a global approach that makes the difference!
Test the best racing performance software free
In 5 years, ADRENA has made a name for itself in navigation and racing performance software. At
the cutting edge of development and innovation and holding close relations with its customers,
ADRENA was quickly preferred and won the confidence of great names in regatta and offshore
racing. More than half of the fleet in the last Vendée Globe had the full ADRENA suite on board. In
the Volvo Ocean Race, 80% of the boats use Optima Pro. In the same way Thomas Coville, Franck
Cammas, as well as routers such as Sylvain Mondon and Richard Silvanni, have found the
ADRENA software to be the perfect solution adapted to their requirements and serving their
performance.
A GLOBAL APPROACH THAT MAKES THE DIFFERENCE
The advantages of ADRENA? Without contest the great strength of its offer lies in its global
approach. ADRENA is the only complete solution on the market to include the wonderful research
resources of the Optima software, speed polars and Sailect, as part and parcel of the Adrena
navigation software. As a result, it is possible to include real time data on the optimal usage of sails,
recorded beforehand, in the navigation program. Thanks to a particularly visual graphic interface,
ADRENA proves to be a unique aid for making effective decisions and achieving high-performance.
A UNIQUE SOLUTION FOR CREATING POLARS
ADRENA, through its OPTIMA software, now offers a unique solution for creating boat speed polars
and; above all, making sail comparisons (crossover). Integrating the exclusive SAILECT function,
different sail configurations can be managed and, most of all, this data can be directly integrated into
the boat's navigation and routing. Apart from the obvious uses in racing, this software is also a
powerful basic aid for the development of the boat.
UNIQUE ADVANCED FEATURES
At the cutting edge of development and innovation, holding close relations with its customers and in
tune with their needs, ADRENA continually develops its products to offer the most effective, highperforming and reliable software. Continuing the on-going development of its products, version 6 of
the ADRENA suite pays even more attention to its ergonomics and includes many features:
 Routing:
› Module including waves
› Display and comparison of gribs
› Possible routing for several gribs
› Managing of exclusion zones (wind force, wave height, terrestrials, zones defined as
dangerous, etc.)
› Integration of Sailects in the routing table
› Rotation
 Sailect:

› View and optimization of sail use range
 Graphs:
› Integration of reference tables for settings (heel, stay tension, apparent wind, etc.)
 Collect:
› Administration and archiving of navigation data
 Replay:
› Runs through the race again, a unique tool for debriefing and research
 Trimbook:
› Combined with Sailects, the boat's trim can be viewed and optimized.
 Roadbook:
› Sailing preparation, MyBible, Definition of special zones
 Alarms:
› The ADRENA solution includes alarms for all the boat’s settings, but also for
geographic safety data.

Trying out a solution always being better than long descriptions, ADRENA suggests you test the
Free 30-day trial version of its full software suite (Tactics & Optima)!

Click on the icon to download the software, follow the installation instructions and try it out!

The full ADRENA software suite is a combination of 2 different applications with a variety of different
modules:

Range of navigation software specially
designed for racing, it comes with 4 modules:
- Tactics
- Tactics Pro
- Routing and AIS
- Routing Pro and AIS

Range of software for creating the real speed
polars of a yacht, it comes with 3 modules:
- Optima
- Optima Pro
- Sailect
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